Costello Syndrome Family Network (CSFN)
Logo Regulations and Usage Guide
WHY OUR LOGO MATTERS
Our logo identifies us and the important work we do in supporting families and
individuals navigating the complexity of life with Costello syndrome. This guide will
help you use the logo correctly and consistently so that you can help us in
supporting our unique identity and purpose.

REGULATIONS
 The CSFN Logo may not be used by any individuals without approval by
the Costello Syndrome Family Network. Contact the CSFN Board of
Directors at info@costellosyndromeusa.org to ask for approval. See the
copyright section below for more information about when it cannot be
used.
 Use the full logo. Use of the helix tree by itself is not allowed.
 Do not change typeset (font, sizing, or position of text).
 Use the established colors. Where necessary, the logo can be presented
in black or solid white.
USAGE GUIDE
 Clear Space
Do not congest the logo. Give it ample room to breathe. In digital
interfaces and other small-space contexts, content and service lines must be
at least two serif heights away from the logo. Never place the logo on the
edge of a margin or perimeter. Use a minimum of at least one serif height.


Unacceptable Alterations
The logo is a unique piece of artwork and should be reproduced
consistently. The logo consists of two elements: the helix tree and the
logotype. These elements must be retained in their fixed relationship to
one another.
Do not:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Change the logo color or typeface
Stretch the width or height proportions
Violate clear-space requirements or add text into the logo area
Use the helix tree to create a new logo
Alter the logo elements
Alter the size relationships between the graphic elements
Add dimensional effects, such as bevel, emboss, or glow
Dismember and recombine logo elements

Samples of these incorrect uses of the logo are shown on the next page.
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A NOTE ON COPYRIGHT
Copyright has existed for hundreds of years and the underlying idea is to give creators of certain
works the right to control the reuse of distribution of that work, whether an exact copy or a
modified version. Under copyright law, you are not entitled to use someone else’s work as a basis
for your own. There are also laws that regulate the activities of non-profit corporations.
It is fine to say you are fundraising to raise money for costs to attend the Costello conference;
however, you may not use the logo on any materials you use in that fundraising activity. If you are
raising funds that will be entirely donated to CSFN to help pay for the conference, then with
permission from the board, you may be allowed to use the logo in that campaign. It is very
flattering that anyone would want to use it. One of the purposes of the logo is to help promote
the organization and make more people aware of Costello syndrome. So in a sense you are
helping. However, the owner of a logo must control the design of the logo, any alterations to it,
and its use so it remains consistent and recognizable. The design integrity of the logo must be
maintained.
To regulate this and maintain the integrity of the design, contact one of the CSFN Board members
to use the tree logo. Be prepared to submit your proposed use and design for review and
approval. Please understand that not every use may be approved, and that this is not meant to
be hurtful, but to protect the integrity of the design and the non-profit status of the organization.
THE COSTELLO HAND LOGO
The hand logo is owned by its designer, Lisa Schoyer. The tree logo is owned by CSFN, not
to replace the hand logo which represents International Costello Syndrome Support Group
(ICSSG), but to use for branding our individual organization. CSFN still supports the hand logo.
Contact Lisa Schoyer to request usage.

